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CONTRACT

Names

Network

Address

Decimals

Total Supply

Burned Amount

Circulating Supply

Compile Info

Licence

Proxy

Code Visible

Renounced

Contract Owner

MIT

No Proxy

Yes

No

Binance Smart Chain

89%
Score

Very Low
Risk

Smart Audit

Symbol

18

0 (0%)

$SSE

SpaceShipEarth Token

0x44bdd1ff5ab1e8d5b0e0297ff657739a4c864884

0xabf4027899047c5967331035cd4028b3ad17fbea

v0.8.18+commit.87f61d96,20

1,300,000,000,000,000 (100%)

1,300,000,000,000,000



AUDIT

Can Set Fees Warning

Can Mint

Can Burn

Can Blacklist

Can Blacklist Massively

Can Whitelist

Can Cooldown Transfers

Can Pause Transfers

Can Change Max tx Amount Yes

Safe

Safe

Safe

Safe

Safe

Safe

       

       

       

       

Safe

function updateBuyFees(uint256 _marketingFee, uint256 _liquidityFee) external onlyOwner {1

_buyMarketingFee = _marketingFee;

_buyLiquidityFee = _liquidityFee;

_buyTotalFees = buyMarketingFee + buyLiquidityFee;

require(buyTotalFees <= 10, "Must keep fees at 10% or less");

function updateSellFees(uint256 _marketingFee, uint256 _liquidityFee) external onlyOwner {

_sellMarketingFee = _marketingFee;

_sellLiquidityFee = _liquidityFee;

_sellTotalFees = sellMarketingFee + sellLiquidityFee ;

_require(sellTotalFees <= 10, "Must keep fees at 10% or less");
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1 function setMaxBuytx(uint256 _Amount) public onlyOwner {
 
2 maxBuyTransactionAmount = _Amount;
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FEATURES

Autogenerated Liquidity

Rebase

Dividend Distributor

Buyback

INFORMATION

Number of Interfaces

Number of Contracts 4

Versions

Total Lines

0.8.18

Redundant SafeMath Library

Reflections

6

1167



COIN KEEPERZ SCAN

Anti Money Laundering and KYC Analysis for an Address

No KYC information Found about this wallet.

Low High

Network TX Internal TX Total

BSC 0

First TX Date

Latest RX Date

DEXFactory 2

about 21 hours ago

2 days ago

6 6
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SpaceShipEarth Token is a BEP20 token built on the Binance Smart Chain with a
total supply of 1.3 quadrillion tokens. The project's mission is to create a
sustainable, environmentally-friendly future for the planet by leveraging the power
of blockchain technology. The project has several unique features, including a
targeted and strategic airdrop campaign, a capped presale, a burn mechanism to
ensure token liquidity over time, and a transaction tax to fund the liquidity pool
and buyback and burn tokens.
 
The project's development team will receive a 5% allocation of the total supply
subject to a vesting schedule over three years. This ensures the team's long-term
commitment to the project's success and aligns their interests with those of the
community. Additionally, the team will receive a bonus of 2% of the total supply
upon a successful token launch from the airdrop allocation.
 
The project's marketing allocation of 15% of the total supply will be used to drive
awareness and adoption through influencer marketing, social media advertising,
and community-building efforts. The liquidity pool allocation of 40% of the total
supply will ensure there is sufficient liquidity for users to buy and sell the token on
exchanges. The project's transaction tax of 6% will be used to fund the liquidity
pool and growth of the project, with 50% allocated to buyback and burn tokens to
reduce the total supply over time.
 
In summary, SpaceShipEarth Token aims to create a sustainable future for the
planet by leveraging the power of blockchain technology. The project has several
unique features, including a targeted and strategic airdrop campaign, a capped
presale, a burn mechanism, a transaction tax, and a vesting schedule for the
development team's allocation. The marketing allocation and liquidity pool
allocation will drive awareness and ensure there is sufficient liquidity for users to
buy and sell the token on exchanges. The transaction tax will fund the liquidity
pool and growth of the project, with 50% allocated to buyback and burn tokens to
reduce the total supply over time.



DISCLAIMER

The content provided in this document is for general information purposes only and 
should not be construed as �nancial advice or as a recommendation to purchase any 
investment. Audit By Coinkeeperz makes no guarantee against the sale of team 
tokens or the removal of liquidity by the audited project. It is always advisable to 
conduct your own research and exercise caution to protect yourself from potential 
scams.

The Audit By Coinkeeperz team has performed an audit of this project based on our 
opinion, derived from similar projects and popular diagnostic tools. We con�rm that 
we have not received any payment or other inducements to manipulate the audit 
results or alter the awarding badge that will be added to our website. However, it is 
important to note that this document should not be considered as a sole basis for 
making investment decisions.

Audit By Coinkeeperz hereby disclaims any liability for any resulting losses that may 
occur. Users of this document are solely responsible for their investment decisions 
and are advised to perform their own due diligence before investing in any crypto-
currency or token.




